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No Full Stops in India 1992-09-14

india s westernized elite cut off from local traditions want to write a full stop in a land where there are no full stops from that striking insight mark tully has woven a

superb series of stories which explore calcutta from the kumbh mela in allahabad probably the biggest religious festival in the world to the televising of a hindu epic

throughout he combines analysis of major issues with a feel for the fine texture and human realities of indian life the result is a revelation the ten essays written with

clarity warmth of feeling and critical balance and understanding provide as lively a view as one can hope for of the panorama of india k natwar singh in the financial

times

Hill Stations of India 1991

mark tully is incomparable no one has a greater understanding of the passions the contradictions the humour the tragedy and the staggering resilience that constitute

india in his long awaited new book he delves further than ever before into this country of one billion people covering subjects as diverse as hindu extremism bonded

child labour sufi mysticism the crisis in agriculture the persistence of political corruption and the problem of kashmir he paints a picture of india at once poignant funny

startling and deeply humane

An Introduction to the Hill Stations of India 1993-01-01

non stop india by mark tully jugaar can loosely be translated as muddling through or making do this is undoubtedly a valuable talent and has seen india through

numerous crises which could have destabilised a country that is less adaptable four wars for example but while jugaar can be seen to have served india well in the past

it has a downside it has led to a dangerous complacency the belief that as india has muddled through so many times before there is no need for urgency in tackling the

problems it faces in non stop india veteran journalist mark tully draws on his unmatched knowledge of india garnered from thirty years of living in and reporting from the

country to examine how this approach impacts on her much touted prospects of becoming an economic super power from maoist conflicts to huge industrial houses

from the tiger project to farmer suicides from the ramayana to the remote valleys of the north east tully examines india s myriad negotiations with modernity and her

prospects for the next century and beyond today india is likely to become one of the major economies of the twenty first century but many unresolved questions remain
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about the sustainability of such growth and its effect on the stability of the nation veteran journalist mark tully draws on thirty years of reporting india and travels the

length and breadth of the country to find the answers have the changes had any impact on the poor and marginalised how can the development of the country s

creaking infrastructure be speeded up to match its huge advances in technology and industry with a gift for finding the human stories behind the headlines he looks at

the pressing concerns in different areas of life such as governance business spirituality and ecology in revealing interviews with captains of industry and subsistence

farmers politicians and dalits spiritual leaders and bandits mark tully captures the voices of the nation from the survival of india s languages and the protection of wildlife

to the nation s thriving industries and colourful public affairs non stop india is a testament to india s vibrant history and incredible potential offering an unforgettable

portrait of this emerging superpower at a pivotal moment of its history about the author sir mark tully was born in calcutta india in 1935 he was the chief of bureau bbc

new delhi for twenty two years was knighted in the new year s honours list in 2002 and was awarded the padma bhushan in 2005 today his distinguished broadcasting

career includes being the regular presenter of the contemplative bbc radio 4 programme something understood his books include no full stops in india the heart of india

india in slow motion with his partner and colleague gillian wright and india s unending journey he lives in new delhi

Penguin Illustrated Guide To Hill Stations Of India 1998

sir mark tully is one of the world s leading writers and broadcasters on india and the presenter of the much loved radio programme something understood in this

fascinating and timely work he reveals the profound impact india has had on his life and beliefs and what we can all learn from this rapidly changing nation through

interviews and anecdotes he embarks on a journey that takes in the many faces of india from the untouchables of uttar pradesh to the skyscrapers of gurgaon from the

religious riots of ayodhya to the calm of a university campus he explores how successfully india reconciles opposites marries the sensual with the sacred finds harmony

in discord and treats certainty with suspicion

India in Slow Motion 2002

for more than twenty years mark tully was the bbc chief of bureau in delhi and his name and his voice became synonymous with the country he had made his home for

years he sent back dispatches interpreting the subcontinent to the outside world but the truth of india is remarkably resistant to reportage imbued with his love for the

country and informed by his vast experience mark tully has woven together a series of extraordinary stories all the stories are set in uttar pradesh and tell of very
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different lives of a barren wife who visits a holy man and subsequently conceives but is it a miracle or something more worldly of a son s carefully laid plot to take

revenge against his father s murderer with a surprising twist when his case comes to court of a daughter persuaded by her friends to spurn an arranged marriage

whose romance ends in blackmail of a man s inability to overcome the conventions of caste and go into business which leads to his wife breaking purdah and taking

control of the family in these and in other stories mark tully delicately probes the nuances of life in india

Non-Stop India 2011-10

architectural historian bhatt has done a splendid job in recapturing the style and atmosphere as well as uncovering the architectural history of this half forgotten part of

the colonial past

India's Unending Journey 2012-02-29

a very angry bus driver abandoned by his wife and going nowhere in his career a sanctimonious conductor a hijra or eunuch a remnant of india s muslim glory days a

nervous half indian businessman clutching a briefcase full of cash a right wing hindu matriarch a young boy returning to his village after robbing his employer they meet

and witness a tragic event only because they are all travelling on the same bus in the same direction on the same day with exceptional poise and beguiling simplicity

khair introduces a range of voices thoughts ideas and identities allowing each individual s story to unfold gradually a novel that reflects deeply into the nature and

circumstances of human mobility in our modern unforgiving world siddhartha deb outlook there is much to enjoy here the twist at the end is hilarious khair s talent is as

a miniaturist fiona hook the times it s a fine work short sweet and brutal james smart sunday herald a lyrical journey through small town india independent the bus

stopped allows stories to emerge with immediacy and leisure with abrupt shafts of humour guardian

The Heart of India 2017-11-22

since the indian economy was liberated from bureaucratic socialist controls in 1991 it has developed rapidly a country once renowned for the backwardness of its

industries its commerce and its financial market is now viewed as potentially one of the major world economies of the twenty first century but there are many questions
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which need to be asked about the sustainability of this rapid economic growth and its effect on the stability of the country have the changes had any impact on the poor

and marginalised can india s democracy contain the mounting resentment of those left out of the new economic order can a high growth rate be sustained with india s

notoriously corrupt and inefficient governance can the development of its creaking infrastructure be speeded up how is india going to feed itself unless agriculture is

reformed this timely book will answer these questions through interviews with industrialists and cricketers god men and farmers plutocrats and former untouchables full

of fascinating stories of real people at a time of great change it will be of interest to economists business people diplomats politicians as well as to those who love to

travel and who take an interest in the rapid growth of one of the world s largest countries and what this means to us in the west

Resorts of the Raj 1998-01-01

perched among peaks that loom over heat shimmering plains hill stations remain among the most curious monuments to the british colonial presence in india in this

engaging and meticulously researched study dane kennedy explores the development and history of the hill stations of the raj he shows that these cloud enshrouded

havens were sites of both refuge and surveillance for british expatriates sanctuaries from the harsh climate as well as an alien culture artificial environments where

colonial rulers could nurture educate and reproduce themselves commanding heights from which orders could be issued with an olympian authority kennedy charts the

symbolic and sociopolitical functions of the hill stations over the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries arguing that these highland communities became

much more significant to the british colonial government than mere places for rest and play particularly after the revolt of 1857 they became headquarters for colonial

political and military authorities in addition the hill stations provided employment to countless indians who worked as porters merchants government clerks domestics

and carpenters the isolation of british authorities at the hill stations reflected the paradoxical character of the british raj itself kennedy argues while attempting to control

its subjects it remained aloof from indian society ironically as more indians were drawn to these mountain areas for work and later for vacation the carefully guarded

boundaries between the british and their subjects eroded kennedy argues that after the turn of the century the hill stations were increasingly incorporated into the

landscape of indian social and cultural life perched among peaks that loom over heat shimmering plains hill stations remain among the most curious monuments to the

british colonial presence in india in this engaging and meticulously researched study dane kennedy explores the development and history of the hill stations of the raj

he shows that these cloud enshrouded havens were sites of both refuge and surveillance for british expatriates sanctuaries from the harsh climate as well as an alien

culture artificial environments where colonial rulers could nurture educate and reproduce themselves commanding heights from which orders could be issued with an

olympian authority kennedy charts the symbolic and sociopolitical functions of the hill stations over the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries arguing
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that these highland communities became much more significant to the british colonial government than mere places for rest and play particularly after the revolt of 1857

they became headquarters for colonial political and military authorities in addition the hill stations provided employment to countless indians who worked as porters

merchants government clerks domestics and carpenters the isolation of british authorities at the hill stations reflected the paradoxical character of the british raj itself

kennedy argues while attempting to control its subjects it remained aloof from indian society ironically as more indians were drawn to these mountain areas for work

and later for vacation the carefully guarded boundaries between the british and their subjects eroded kennedy argues that after the turn of the century the hill stations

were increasingly incorporated into the landscape of indian social and cultural life

Hill Stations of Western India 1957

this volume brings together the best of ruskin bond s prose and poetry for over four decades by way of innumerable novels essays short stories and poems the author

has mapped out and peopled a unique literary landscape this anthology has selections from all of his major books and includes the classic novella delhi is not far

The Bus Stopped 2012-07-12

this volume brings together the best of ruskin bond s prose and poetry for over four decades by way of innumerable novels essays short stories and poems the author

has mapped out and peopled a unique literary landscape this anthology has selections from all of his major books and includes the classic novella delhi is not far

India: the road ahead 2012-02-29

about the book a cult classic bishwanath ghosh s chai chai is back on stands with an attractive new cover some years ago a book was published that would change the

way one looks at travel forever bishwanath ghosh had got down at itarsi junction to grab a cup of chai while travelling from kanpur to chennai sipping on the tea as he

heard the recorded voice announcing the arrivals and delays of the many trains that passed through the station it struck him that while itarsi junction connects the

length and breadth of india on the rail map almost nothing is known about itarsi the town thus began ghosh s quest to tell the story of all the towns behind some of the

country s biggest junctions itarsi mughal sarai jhansi shoranur arakkonam and jolarpettai places that are always a stopover and never a destination familiar and yet
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unknown chai chai a definitive work on small town india went on to become an instant success and continues to draw readers with its abundant wit and charm about

the author bishwanath ghosh born in kanpur on 26 december 1970 is the author of the hugely popular aimless in banaras wanderings in india s holiest city he s also a

hindi poet who has two well received compilations jiyo banaras and tedhi medhi lakeeren to his credit his other books include tamarind city where modern india began

longing belonging an outsider at home in calcutta and gazing at neighbours travels along the line that partitioned india he is an associate editor with the hindu

newspaper and lives in calcutta

The Magic Mountains 1996-01-01

ポール カラニシ 36歳 脳神経外科医 2013年５月 末期がんと診断される 妻との新生活 夢の仕事の実現という未来が目の前から消えた でも 希望は捨てない 医療現場への復帰をめざし 夫妻の子供を望み 死の直前まで

書いた 限りなく前向きな生の記録を

Time Stops at Shamli 2016-04-01

many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these

classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

American Aviation 1964

they called the refuges they created little european towns carved from rocky mountainsides or nestled in the meadows of high plateaus hill stations colonialism came

and went but the hill stations remain they are no longer european but most have not lost their unique appeal after all the plains still fry in the sun and the cities of asia

have only grown larger noisier and more polluted new generations of asians are rediscovering hill stations and turning them into tourist resorts with luxury hotels and

courses hill stations still cling to their history and the story they tell reveals a lot about how colonial life was lived they also have a future if environmental damage and

overpopulation do not destroy the forested hills and mountains that give them their spectacular settings and pleasant climates
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Time Stops at Shamli & Other Stories 2016-01-04

india has terrible infrastructure is one of the most crowded places on earth and struggles with high rates of poverty bob miglani calls it the world capital of chaos yet

india s 2012 happy planet index rating 32 is 70 places higher than that of the u s 105 what do indians know that we don t pfizer exec bob miglani returned to india his

birthplace stressed out and worried about his finances his family and his job while driving in an indian taxi he realized he was worrying about the wrong things in

embrace the chaos he describes the simple lessons that allow us to thrive be happy and productive in life even when the world around us is going crazy first of all stop

trying to plan or control the future stop overanalyzing or worrying about events that might never happen do move forward no matter what and learn to enjoy the

busyness of life do worry about your purpose or sewa which is the unique reason you were put on this earth once you discover this nothing else will be as bad as it

looks do perform service for others and find your meaning in the spark of spirit within each person you meet mixing anecdotes stories from his family quotations from

indian philosophy and history this book is a wake up call to stop waiting and start living

Chai Chai 2024-03

a weekly review of politics literature theology and art

いま、希望を語ろう 2016-11-15

how i did loath that journey around the world except the sea part india mark twain letter to w d howells 4 2 1899 following the equator is an account of mark twain s

round the world lecture tour of 1895 96 the book opens in paris from which twain sets out on his journey in new york his wife olivia and daughter clara decide to

continue on the tour with twain the family sets out from new york accompanied by major pond the tour manager for the north american leg following a stop in british

columbia the travelers set sail on the pacific ocean after avoiding hawaii due to a cholera epidemic the ship lands at suva part of the fiji islands after a short stay twain

moves on to australia with his first stop in sydney here he spends considerable space telling about australian history society and people a stop in wagga wagga brings

up the story of the tichborne claimant in melbourne twain relates the story of how olivia once received a letter in which is discussed twain s death on a lecture tour in

australia the author makes numerous stops in mining regions of australia including stawell ballarat and bendigo in the latter stop twain encounters mr blank the sole
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member of the mark twain club of corrigan castle ireland he is also the man who wrote the letter to olivia about twain s death the travelers next stop briefly at hobart

the capital of tasmania and then move on to several towns in new zealand in nelson the group learns of the maungatapu murders the sole event of historical

importance to occur in the town after a quick stop in auckland the capital twain visits wanganui where the maori people and culture are discussed the partyreturns to

australia to spend christmas in melbourne and new year s at adelaide before setting sail for ceylon india the first stop in india is bombay which twain finds to be a

fabulous city of great contradictions great wealth and extreme poverty ornate palaces and ramshackle hovels twain gives a lengthy description of his interesting

experiences while taking in bombay including a religious ceremony the wedding of a 12 year old girl and a murder trial the party takes the train to baroda where twain

rides an elephant a longer train ride to allahabad the city of god follows where a religious ceremony is being held next stop is benares an important religious center

where they take a cruise on the ganges the journey through india continues with stops in calcutta darjeeling and numerous other cities at this point twain relates the

history of the great mutiny of 1857 in which the indian people revolted against the british upon leaving india the party heads for durban south africa after a brief stop at

mauritius and mozambique brief stops at johannesburg cape town and other towns round out the relatively brief south africa portion of the book the lecture tour here

ends and the travellers head back to southampton england the personalities of the ship s crew and passengers the poetry of australian place names and the success of

women s suffrage in new zealand among other topics are the focus of his wry humor and redoubtable powers of observation following the equator is an evocative and

highly unique american portrait of nineteenth century travel and customs

Cut & Paste Hill Stations Of India 2009-01-01

report for 1879 1880 includes information on state railways from their beginning

The New Shikari at Our Indian Stations 1885

each volume comprises one or more monographs many of which are issued also as separates
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The New Shikari at Our Indian Stations. 2010-06

want a houseboat in kashmir trying to post a parcel these and countless other survival tips are all in this definitive guide a new edition of an award winning book that

has been recognized as the outstanding contemporary guide to the subcontinent

Report on Sanitary Measures in India 1877

historically in india gas has not enjoyed the same strategic significance as oil that picture is gradually changing india imports 82 per cent of its oil needs and aims to

bring that down to 67 per cent by 2022 by replacing it with local exploration

The Great Hill Stations Of Asia 1998-03-26

one of frommer s most seasoned travel writers takes on the fascinating world of india a place of extraordinary natural beauty pristine beaches under swaying palm trees

placid backwaters in lush surrounds mountain peaks that stretch into the clouds and a place of architectural wonders cosmopolitan cities world class resorts and

ayurvedic spas and glorious natural wildernesses where tigers stalk their prey as it does so well frommer s has done the legwork for you and is not afraid to tell it like it

is saving you time and money and putting the focus on ease of travel with frommer s india 1st edition you ll be armed with all the smart savvy guidance you ll need to

make your trip to one of the most exotic places in the world a trip of a lifetime

Embrace the Chaos 2013-10

a periodical in part famous for the cartoon portraits of politicians and public figures these were mainly by spy i e sir leslie ward and ape i e carlo pellegrini
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The Spectator 1879

ゴーゴリ 列車事故から奇跡的に父の命を救った本の著者にちなみ 彼はこう名付けられた しかし 成長するに従って大きくなる自分の名前への違和感 両親の故郷インドとその文化に対する葛藤 愛しながらも広がってゆく

家族との距離 停電の夜に でピュリツァー賞などの文学賞を総なめにした気鋭のインド系米人作家が 自らの居場所を模索する若者の姿を描いた待望の初長編

Following the Equator 2008-05-01

Next Stop India 2006-01-01

Administration Report on the Railways in India 1923

Senate documents 1894

Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences 1891

India 1990

The Next Stop 2021
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Frommer's India 2006-02-27

The Near East 1919

Allen's Indian mail and register of intelligence for British and foreign India 1870

Vanity Fair 1880

その名にちなんで 2007-11-01

Compendium of Thermal Power Stations in India 1997

Indian Science Abstracts 1992-04

Memoirs of the India Meteorological Department 1905
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